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Tehk introduces Premium Aluminum Deck 
Balusters and accessories that reflect the 

natural qualities of everyday living. Designed 
especially for the discerning homeowner, Tehk 

products are a beautiful way to wrap  
your deck in rich, textured hues that  

enhance without overpowering.

The inherent appeal of natural-looking, satin 
textured finishes is built right into Tehk 

Premium Aluminum Balusters. Choose from 
crushed black, sanded bronze or weathered 

brown to bring the basics of natural  
beauty to your deck. 

Tehk Enduring Series Aluminum Balusters 
are perfect for customers who love the look 
of wood decks but don't want the hassle of 

staining and maintaining wood 
balusters, year after year. 
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Why gloss over the details of life?
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• Powder coated aluminum for lasting quality with minimal maintenance – no  
 staining or sealing, ever!

• Tehk balusters sleek design adds style and stability without obscuring the view.

• All Tehk products are made in the U.S.A. and have a limited lifetime warranty.

Premium & Enduring Series Balusters

Tehk Premium Round Aluminum Balusters
Shape:  ¾" round

Lengths:  26" (for 36" rail) 
 32" (for 42" rail)

Colors:  Crushed Black, Sanded Bronze & Weathered Brown

Pack Size: 10 pack

Tehk Premium Square Aluminum Balusters
Shape:  ¾" square

Lengths:  26" (for 36" rail) 
 32" (for 42" rail)

Colors:  Crushed Black, Sanded Bronze & Weathered Brown

Pack Size: 10 pack

Tehk Enduring Series 
Wood‐Grained Aluminum Balusters
Shape:  ¾" square or round

Lengths:  26" (for 36" rail) 
 32" (for 42" rail)

Colors:  Knotty Pine, Redwood, Chestnut, & 
 Mediterranean Cherry

Pack Size: 10 pack

Note: This product is made‐to‐order. Please contact Tehk 
customer service at 1-800-492-9521 for availability and pricing.
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Knotty Pine Redwood Chestnut Med. Cherry
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Premium & Enduring Series Balusters

Tehk Round Baluster Connectors
Shape:  Standard straight & angled stair

Colors:  Straight – Black 
 Stair – Black, Bronze & Brown

Pack Size: 20 pack 
 (20 stainless steel screws included)

Tehk Square Baluster Connectors
Shape:  Standard straight & angled stair

Colors:  Straight – Black 
 Stair – Black, Bronze & Brown

Pack Size: 20 pack 
 (20 stainless steel screws included)

Tehk Rail‐set Bracket
Shape:  2x4 straight rail connector

Colors:  Crushed Black, Sanded Bronze & Weathered Brown

Pack Size: 2 pack 
 (Stainless steel screws included)

• Extra tall baluster connectors for easy installation and added stability.

• Standard square baluster connectors have an anti‐rotation spike.

• Rail connector in matching finishes for attaching a 2x4 rail to a post.

Baluster Connectors & Rail-set Brackets

Crushed Black Sanded Bronze Weathered Brown
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Inspired by the natural beauty of life.
Your deck is where life happens, from the expected moments to the exceptional. It's where 
you entertain friends, or watch your children play. It's where you grill dinner to celebrate the 
end of a long week.

At Tehk, we call that natural beauty. And it's why we created our premium finish textured balusters exactly the way 
we did. To celebrate the details of deck living, and the natural beauty that happens there, every single day.

Talk to Tehk.
We're happy to answer questions about Tehk premium aluminum balusters and accessories – like how to choose 
the best color for your deck environment, using the Tehk baluster connectors, or other design and décor items on 
your mind.

 Toll-free: 1-800-492-9521

 E-mail: info@tehk.com

 Mail: P.O. Box 142
  Alvadore, OR 97409

The team at Tehk:
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Tehk Premium Finishes 

Choose from rich, textured color options to bring the basics of natural beauty to your deck:

• Crushed Black – This universal color looks great on every kind of deck, with texture that adds subtle impact.

• Sanded Bronze – A perfect complement to pressure‐treated lumber or untreated cedar left to gray naturally.

• Weathered Brown – Beautifully blends with cedar, hardwoods and other deck materials that will be stained brown.

CAUTION! Cut finish samples may have sharp edges, handle with care.
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